CREATE NEW MSDS FOR GRAPHITE SPRAY AS FOLLOWS:

MM: 901514.001  DESC: MSDS GRAPHITE SPRAY  UN: EA

DIR: 901514.011 (AW DOC TYPE)  DOC PT: 000  DOC VER: 00  DESC: AW MSDS GRAPHITE SPRAY

NOTE TO WEB-BASED DOC CONTROLLER:
CREATE NEW WEB BASED DOC FOR:
- GRAPHITE SPRAY (202316.001)
  (REF 901514 REV A)

DISPOSITION OF MATL: IN-STOCK & AT-SUPPLIERS
NO IMPACT

APPROVALS
PROD. ENGINEER
R&D ENG
BUYER
PLANNER
CE (SAFETY / EMO
CLASS 1
OTHER: D BOHNSACK
OTHER:

REVIEW ITEMS (REF ONLY):
- ATTRIBUTE LIST
- PROD. LITERATURE
- COMPONENTS LIST
- REMAN BOMS
- MANUALS
- WORK INSTRUCTIONS

ECO APPROVAL
DESIGN COMPLETE

DATE
10-26-14
10-29-14
10-28-14
10-29-14

Other

Other

OTHER REVIEW PRIOR TO DISTRIBUTION
APVD
IN PROCESS COPY
INITIAL RELEASE INSPECTION (QC 01)

CONTROLLED DOCUMENTS:
MFG
Q.C.
WEB BASED DOCUMENT
NOTES:

901514.001  MSDS GRAPHITE SPRAY

CHANGE MASTER CM # 9192725

REASON FOR CHANGE / JUSTIFICATION
CREATE NEW MSDS FOR GRAPHITE SPRAY

CHANGE CLASS
PRIORITY
PHASE IN
ADMINISTRATIVE
1 1

REQUESTOR
G. SLOUGH

EXT # 4158

DATE
10-28-14

VALID FROM 10/30/14